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About This Game

Crawlers Wanted: high pay, certain risk. Plausible deniability a must.

Build a crew of renegade adventurers on the fringes of space, taking jobs from megacorps to hunt bounties, sabotage rivals and
conduct corporate espionage. If you can navigate the intricate politics of wealth and power, you might just survive long enough

to spend your hard-won credits.

You’re a Crawler, and that means you work for those that can pay. Asset recovery, commercial espionage, and mayhem for hire
are just a few of your crew’s specialized services. If something shady needs doing, chances are a Crawler will be involved.

Succeed and you’ll be rewarded with better pay then any corp drone can dream of. Plus, you'll earn the respect of the eclectic
assortment of merchants, opportunists and adventurers who make their home in the fringes of space.

Key Features:

Wage strategic battles against futuristic enemies with an innovative time unit turn-based combat system.

Procedurally-generated dungeons and events create endless replayability.

Choose your allies and your foes wisely. Your choices will change how the story unfolds.

Eight player classes each with unique abilities, both in combat and when exploring.
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Randomly generated weapons, armor and gear with upgradeable enhancements.

Easy to Hardcore difficulty modes and optional permadeath.
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Publisher:
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Well it's certainly been around long enough to become a 'Classic' and have it's price lowered to $9.99 which is pretty nice. It
comes with a nice selection of liveries ranging from the early days of BR Green upto EWS and NSE with the loco come in
seperate versions 33\/0 and 33\/1. Despite coming out in 2012 it still looks good with decent sounds and cab\/panel lights with
strong scenario making potential thanks to the various versions and schemes. Also included is the Sea Lion bllast wagons.

For the serious Class 33 fans Armstrong Powerhouse has a Class 33 sound pack to replace the currently dated sounds.

I have come across a annoying problem and involves the throttle and brakes not responding to keyboard commands when the
Class 33 is set to go to Faversham on the London-Faversham route in scenario maker. Even if Faversham is removed as a stop
or destination the problem remains and the only fix so far is to restart building the scenario from scratch and avoid using
Faversham.. [>100h offline]
Wonderful.
If you like simple games,relaxing,management never too stressfull but peaceful ,this is the game for you.
Even if in alpha,there is so much to do and so many items to unlock that is seems complete already.

Also,the developers are very responsive and passionate.
We want more dev and games like this!!

. YO HONDA RC213V-S IS HERE, OP BIKE IS HERE. If you love retro styled games, and quirky humor, get Luke
Sidewalker!

In this game you make your way through the crowds to face a unique stage boss the end of every level.

With easy to obtain achievements and trading cards, it is worth picking this game up for less than a dollar.

Heck, get the Bros Bundle to get all their games!!. Don't buy thses skins unless you're getting the season pass because they aren't
worth 5 bucks and you can't use them until you have beat the main story.
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This game needs some optimizations before it leaves early access. I was generally getting around 17 fps with a GTX 1080 and
then theres these explosions which seem to come from nowhere on the first level. the secound level and so on were a bit better..
This is a good warhammer game with terrible marketing.

It was a mistake by the gamer community to label this as "Diablo in space", this game has nothing in common with Diablo. And
if you are going in knowing this you will have fun. Give it a try, at least when on sale.

Audio - great
Visuals - great
Story - interesting
Combat - satisfying
Warhammer atmosphere - great. Good game BUT when ever I play it it will not let me out of level 1 after the boss is dead if it
lets me get that far. the developers need to fix this game to make it better.. GET IT. PLAY IT. MASTER THE SAND.

This is one of those games where you play awhile, then get stumped and quit, come back a few weeks later, try again, and etc.
The replayability is high as well since it's difficult to find all the secrets the first time around. Extremely worth the $1 on sale.. It
is a free DLC. Can you ask for more ?. ..............\/\u00b4\u00af\/)......................................(\\\u00af`\\
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